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Inverse Iteration on Defective Matrices*

By Nai-fu Chen

Abstract.   Very often, inverse iteration is used with shifts to accelerate convergence

to an eigenvector.   In this paper, it is shown that, if the eigenvalue belongs to a non-

linear elementary divisor, the vector sequences may diverge even when the shift se-

quences converge to the eigenvalue.   The local behavior is discussed through a 2 X 2

example, and a sufficient condition for the convergence of the vector sequence is given.

Introduction.   If an accurate approximation a to an eigenvalue X of a matrix B

is available, then inverse iteration is an attractive technique for computing the associ-

ated eigenvector.  We choose an arbitrary unit vector vQ and a fixed shift a.  Then for

/ = 1, 2, ... we solve

(,) (B- ofyWj = Vj_v      Vj = wy/Uwyll,

where || • || is the users' preferred vector norm.

Semisimple case.   If X is a simple eigenvalue with unit eigenvector x, if a is close

enough to X, and if v0 is not an unfortunate choice, then the vector sequence {u} con-

verges linearly to x and the convergence factor is very favorable.  This well-known re-

sult holds also for multiple eigenvalue X provided that:

(i)  the dimension of X's eigenspace is equal to X's algebraic multiplicity (i.e.

linear elementary divisors),

(ii)  the spectral projection of v0 into X's eigenspace is not zero (i.e. the starting

vector is not deficient in x).

If a is known to equal X to within working precision of the computer, then only

one or two steps of the iteration are necessary.

Defective Case.  Wilkinson [3] and Varah [2] pointed out that the situation is

not so nice if X has generalized eigenvectors of grade higher than one, i.e., when X be-

longs to a nonlinear elementary divisor.   In exact arithmetic the iteration converges not

linearly, but harmonically like 1 // as /' —► °°.   Even worse is the fact that except for

very special choices of u0, the vectors v2 and v3 will be poorer approximations than Uj !

Variable Shifts.   Inverse iteration can also be used with variable shifts.  If the

sequence of shifts {a} converges to X as / —► °°, then the vector sequence generated
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by

(B - of)w- = - u._,    (the - sign is for convenience)

(2) V,   =   Wy/IIWyll

converges to x whenever X is a simple eigenvalue.  However, when X has eigenvector of

grade higher than one, the situation is again complicated; and the shifts can make things

worse.  In fact, we shall prove the following surprising result.   The sequence {v-} gen-

erated by (2) may fail to converge to x even though the sequence {|a- - X|} converges

monotonically to 0 as j —► °°.

TV-   '°    »

The Construction. There is no loss of generality in studying

'o r
,o  o,

(for analogous results on n x n matrices, see Chen [1]). Note that ex = (0) is the

eigenvector, and any other linearly independent vector is an eigenvector of grade 2.

We observe that

re, - e2    for any t, if a = 0,
(TV - oI)w — - ex    yields w =

a  1ei, if a =£ 0.

This shows that ex is a fixed point of the iteration (2) provided that o =£ 0.

We are now ready to make our perverse construction. In fact, there are many

ways to construct such a perverse sequence of shifts. We first observe the following

facts:

Let Op j = 1, 2.be the sequence of shifts, \- = a^1, and let t-, t, be nor-

malizing factors to keep v, of unit length; then the vectors generated by inverse iteration

with the above shifts satisfy

vf = x/TV - o/)" » (TV - 0j_ ! /)"! • • • (TV - a, /)" » v0

= 7-;.(/ + %rNW + Zf_tN) •••(/ + %,N)v0 = r'f(I + «! + %2 + ■ • • + ^AOiv

So if we write s;. = "Lk=1£k, then

">=t;(o îK
Our goal to construct a perverse sequence is accomplished if there exists a finite num-

ber z such that z is a limit point of the infinite set {s}.  This is so because u =

u'/\\u'\\, where

"■-a■>>-aoc)- r +,r> »•-(:>
would be a limit vector of the vector sequence {uy}.  If u0 ¥= et, then w ¥= e,.   Hence

the vector sequence cannot converge to the eigenvector.

So, we define a sequence of complex shifts a- = r£  ' with n > ö;- > - tt, r- > 0,

by the rule below:
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Figure 1

77ie sequence of shifts on the complex plane

(i)  al = rxei6^ so that Re(o-j) ¥= 0,

(ii)  for / = 3, 5, 7, ... ,

ri = rj_2/2,      Bj is such that Re^r1) = Re(oj~_l2)¡2,

(equivalently, solve
cos 0,_2 = 4 cos 0-

for 0, in the appropriate quadrant),

(iii)  a;. = af_, for / = 2, 4, 6, ....

It is clear that the sequence thus generated is monotone decreasing to zero, the

eigenvalue, because |o.| = lo.-_.jl = |aj|/2m_1 where/ = 2m, m = 1,2, ... .   Also,

z = 4 Re(a¡"') is a finite limit point of the set {sAs- = 2¡¿=1¿f-} because

2m

z
fe=l

Urn     £ %k =  lim  (É! + Ç,) + (.3 + .3) + ' • • + (?2m_1 + S2m_!)
™-*oo ^^ /TJ-tVOO *

=   lim 2{Re(oTl) + %Re(oT*) + • • • + 04¡T_1 Re(a¡"l)}

= 4Re(o¡-').

The sequence we have constructed accomplishes our goal.
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Local Behavior.   This peculiar behavior of inverse iteration on defective matrices

can be better understood through the local picture of our 2x2 matrix TV.   For simpli-

city, we keep all quantities real and let s = sin 0 4=- 0.

(TV-a/)w = -Q    yields w=  fe-i
o=0,

[(l-f/oOe, +te2],      o 4=0,

where t = tan y, c = cos y (thus y is the angle between (cs) and ex).

Let y be the angle between w and e,, and t' = tan y .  Then the iteration func-

tion for a typical step is given by

(3) t' = *a(0 = r/(l + i/o).

The fact that $0(0) = 1> o" =£ 0, corresponds to the harmonic convergence of the fixed

shift sequence.

If we study inverse iteration with shifts {ay} yielding vectors {vf}, then in apply-

ing (3), we have the following correspondence:

{a} close to X corresponds to a small,

{u} close to ex corresponds to t small.

In the following diagram, we demonstrate how w compares with v as an approximation

to the eigenvector.  Each point (a, t) on the diagram represents one step of inverse

iteration with a shift a and the vector v whose component ratio is t.  We say that w is

a better approximation if \t'\ < \t\ and worse if |r'| > |r|:

Figure 2

Behavior of inverse iteration applied to TV
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The above diagram clearly demonstrates that no matter how good our approxima-

tion to the eigenvector (when t is small) or to the eigenvalue (when o is small) or both,

inverse iteration can still give a much worse approximation in exact arithmetic.  This

local behavior of inverse iteration on defective matrices is precisely the source of dif-

ficulty.

A Sufficient Condition.   Experience with various traditional shift strategies, even

in the presence of multiple eigenvalues, indicates that inverse iteration usually converg-

es, though very slowly.  The following theorem relates how the shifts converge to the

eigenvalue and gives a sufficient condition that the generated vectors converge to the

eigenvector:

Theorem. Let C be a general complex matrix and let the shifts a-, / = 1,2,...,

converge to X, an eigenvalue of C.   Let n be the dimension of the largest Jordan block

corresponding to X.   Write a;. - X = ^e-16/', r- > 0.  If there exists <p and an integer k

such that (see Figure 3)

(4) 10-0,1 <   .,  V n   forj>k,
'       Mn - 1)

then {»•} converge to an eigenvector.

Figure 3

The angle condition for %• = rj1 e' ' = o7l

in the complex plane where X = 0

In other words, if the a- (and thus f • = oj~l) ultimately fall into a cone of size

specified in (4) in the complex plane, then the shifts will accelerate convergence.

Proof.   Without loss of generality, we can consider C to be the n x n Jordan
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block
/O 1 0 0

0 0 10

0   0    0    1

v .

o\

0

1

0/

and we study the vector sequence from vk on. With %. = a- 1, and r-, t- normalizing

factors, we have

"*+/ - TfiC- ok+jI)-1 • • • (C-ok+lI)-1vk

\-l.¿¡a-tk+ijrl •••('-$*+!•o-1»*

(/+w^+--*+S;i^"1K

= r;.(/ + _?,(/)/ + d2(/)/2 + • • • + d^o)/"-1)»* = r;s»(/K.

where

(5) W) =

(\    dx(j)   d2(j)

0        1      //,(/)

Vo 0

¿„_l(/)\

<*,(/)

1 y

where d¡(j) = sum of (/+'_1) terms of the form (£,£,-   * * * £,-.), ̂  < iv i2, ■ ■ ■ , i, <

fc+/.  Hence vk+ ■ is just a linear combination of the columns of the matrix Sk(/). To

show that {vk+ ■} converges to et, it is sufficient to show that £?,_,(/)/£?;(/) —> 0 as

/—»-oofor /= 1, ...,«- 1 (with d0(/) = 1).

Lemma   |d,(/)| > l^+/£?,_,(/)|.

/Voo/   We first make the following observations:   let

a   = £    £
<e to,

k. = ('».' Xl)"-(r_.« x') = ^ je,

(i.e.,rx = rXi •xr' "X »,_+«,a + "-+*,P«*

ay     ^1^2 Ky¡      rye

be two of the (i+\   1) terms in d,(j); then by (4)

|/-*-^l<4^T)<i'    "•♦-•/'<?

Further
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(i)   \ax + a | > \ax\ because ax, a   make an angle less than 7r/2 in the complex

plane, and

(ii)  If flY + flv = re''9, then |/0 - 0|< vr/4.

Now, £fr + .-i?/_i(/) *s one °^ ^e terrns 0I"^/(/)> and by repeated application of (ii)

above, we know

l«g(l*+/<i|-i(/))-W<ir/4.

Similarly, the rest of cf;(/), dt(j) - %k+)dl_l(j), satisfies

largua) - £fc+/d;_ ,(/))- /0|< ir/4.

Hence

\dl(i)\ = \d,(j) - èk+id,_1(j) + •**+,<*,_,(/)!

> II*+/<*,_i(/)l    by (i).    D

We can now complete the proof of the theorem:

¿i-i(/)

d,(i)
<

à,-iU)

l

Sfc+/
yfc+/

(by lemma)

—>• 0    as / - D

Corollary.  In the real case, if {a} eventually converge to the eigenvalue from

one side, then v- converges to an eigenvector as j —► °°.

Remark.   Experience with Rayleigh quotient iteration shows that in fact the

Rayleigh quotients do eventually converge to the eigenvalue from one side in the real

case.   As for the complex case, the Rayleigh quotients also eventually fall into a cone

with angle less than 7r/4(« - 1) as required in (4).  We examine the behavior of Rayleigh

quotients in another communication.
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